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FINDING 

Following the recent law enforcement operation which has resulted in the shutdown of two of the largest 

underground marketplaces, Alphabay and Hansa Market, fraudsters are looking for new ways to secure their 

operations. FraudAction Intelligence researchers have observed a new phenomenon – fraudsters are opting to 

host their websites on the blockchain and even register domains using a blockchain-based DNS, thus making their 

websites “bulletproof” to takedown. 

Blockchain allows storing information in a decentralized manner, distributing copies of the data amongst multiple 

devices all over the world. The validity of the information is ensured by checking it against its copies on each one 

of the devices. This comes in contrast to having the information stored at centralized entities. The most 

widespread legitimate use of this technology is that of virtual currencies, the likes of Bitcoin. For example, the 

balance of each Bitcoin wallet is stored on all devices that are part of the blockchain, instead of in centralized 

institutions. In the same manner, websites may also be hosted on the blockchain instead of in a host service. 

Hosting on the blockchain renders the website resistant to takedown attempts as it would require deleting the 

data from all devices on the blockchain. 

In addition, the blockchain includes a feature that replaces centralized DNS servers. DNS servers translate a URL 

typed in the browser to an IP address, which in turn allows the browser to reach the desired website. The 

advantage of using the blockchain-based DNS feature is that the website can retain its blockchain-based domain, 

rendering it “bulletproof” against any attempts to reroute the domain or prevent access to the website by a 

centralized entity. 

In light of the above, fraudsters are making significant steps towards the adoption of this technology, as observed 

by our FraudAction Intelligence researchers.  
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A great illustration of this adoption, is the recent transition of one of the most popular credit 

card stores to blockchain-based DNS, paving the way for this new trend. In order to enable a 

seamless transition for their customer base, the store initially allowed access via the regular 

domain in parallel to the blockchain-based domain. Now, the store cannot be accessed through 

the regular domain but rather users are prompted to download add-ons to the browser in order 

to access the blockchain-based domain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This trend is gaining even more momentum as an emerging darknet marketplace, 

Tralfamadore, plans to adopt blockchain hosting, making it a pioneer in its field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: forum post 

advertising the 

transition of a 

prominent credit card 

store to blockchain-

based DNS 

Figure 3: emerging 

blockchain-based 

marketplace advertised 

on reddit.com 

Figure 2 (on the 

right): notice presented 

to customers accessing 

the store’s regular 

domain 
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CONCLUSION 

As always, fraudsters are constantly looking for ways to keep their activities up and running. 

For the last couple of years, Russian fraudsters have been selling “dedicated host servers”, 

which are marketed as “bulletproof” to takedown attempts; those servers have gained 

popularity amongst the many fraudsters who are looking to guarantee the sustainability of 

their websites.  

The blockchain is considered to be more trustworthy, efficient and safe, and as such, becoming 

increasingly sought after in the fraud community. This is partially a result of numerous law 

enforcement operations throughout the years to shut down fraud websites, and even fraudster 

site owners scamming their own communities. The blockchain technology seems to be the ideal 

answer to that, allowing fraudsters to keep their forums, marketplaces and websites always 

online.  

Considering the above, we anticipate to see more and more fraud schemes taking advantage of 

the blockcahain features mentioned in this report as well as other functionalities such as 

“smart contracts”.  

Fortunately, the use of blockchain-based DNS is less relevant for cyber attacks such as phising; 

accessing such websites requires the use of special extensions on the browser which end-users 

generally do not have.  

Organizations may identify websites utilizing blockchain-based domains by looking out for the 

following domain TLDs: 

 .bazar

 .bit

 .emc

 .coin

 .lib

 .nxt

 .eth

 

 

 


